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29-Point Plan for Turning 

Expired into Sold 
If you’ve recently cancelled your listing, or your listing recently expired, you have come to the right 

place. 

You are probably feeling frustrated that your home didn’t sell. Or perhaps you are confused as to why 

someone didn’t make an offer on your home. This can be discouraging! But don’t let it get you down. 

There are ways to still sell your home now. 

First of all, you should sit down and think about the top 3 reasons that your home didn’t sell. Perhaps 

you feel that your agent didn’t follow through? Or maybe they don’t understand older, character 

homes? Maybe they didn’t put professional photographs on the internet? Whatever the reasons, write 

them down. It will help you in the process of figuring out your next steps. 

Let’s look at some of the steps that I can use to sell your home. I’ve got a comprehensive marketing plan 

that gets results.  

The 29-Point Plan 

1. “Staging” Your Home for Viewing  

Good marketing falls flat if the property isn’t market ready.  

• Getting your home prepared just 

right can pay great dividends when 

marketing a home in a competitive 

setting.  

• We help you determine how your 

home should be set or “staged” for 

visitors. Included will be critical 

advice on improvements, 

decorating, and welcoming tips for 

the public.  

• Making your home stand out in the 

eyes of prospective buyers and 

cooperating agents can be crucial. 
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2. Professional Photography 

Professional Photography is 

the first impression. 

• First impressions often leave a 

lasting impression. Many 

buyers rule out houses based 

on the photos they see online. 

The photos of your house 

should not be dark or blurry or 

crooked. They should be well-lit 

and bright, and colorful.  

• Eye-catching photos draw 

buyers to your house. 

3. Virtual Tour 

Online virtual slideshows can show many more photos than the standard 

MLS 18.  

• MLS can show a maximum of 18 photos at a relatively low resolution of 0.3 MegaPixel. 

• Our virtual slideshow can show many more photos with engaging animation. 

• Designed to draw the 25-40 year old buyers attention. 

• Sample at      http://www.MinneapolisVirtualTour.com/tour1 

4. Our Company’s Buyer Pool 

Promoting your property to buyers our company is serving 

• Most buyers work with agents who help them select and acquire the right home.  

• There is a high likelihood that the buyer for your home is already (or will be working with) 

an agent. 

• RE/MAX Results will sell homes to about 6000 buyers this year. Yours could be one of them.  

5. Cooperating Agent Buyer Pool 

Promoting your property to agents working with buyers 

• As mentioned above, most buyers will use an agent to help them find a home. 

• We consider all the buyers who are currently working with agents in our marketplace – 

whether with our firm or cooperating offices. 
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6. Buyers’ Agents  

Targeting those who specialize in serving buyers. 

• More and more home buyers are working with agents who specialize almost exclusively in 

buyer services. They’re known as buyers’ agents. 

• Typically the buyers who use these agents are pre-screened, qualified and motivated.  

• To expose your property to this profile of buyer and make sure the buyers’ agents hears 

first-hand about your property, I’ll be contacting these buyer agents. 

• I’ll communicate the features and benefits of your home as well as provide them with 

flyers/brochures that they can quickly convey to their buyer clients. 

7. Capturing the Attention of Top Producers 

Timely reminders to those who generate substantial activity. 

• A second select group of agents who I will contact directly are the top producers. 

• These agents are key associates and 

represent the leaders in their respective 

firms. They may be overly concerned with 

quantity over quality, but they do generate 

activity with buyers who very well may find 

your home desirable. 

• It will be my task to protect your interest. I’m 

confident that many active top producers 

have buyers that they represent who are 

looking for properties like yours. 

8. Property Showings Follow Up 

Getting timely feedback and offering assistance. 

• Whether your property is shown by one of our company’s associates or an agent from a 

cooperating company, our automated system follows up with each and every showing to get 

a first-hand reading on how well the showing went.  

• Since there was significant enough interest to schedule a showing, it is obvious that many of 

the features of your home drew positive attention from the buyer. 

• These follow up calls often provide an opportunity to discover a concern, overcome an 

objection, present an option or discover an adjustment that needs to be made. 

• It likewise can provide valuable feedback as to how the property might be presented more 

effectively.  
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9. Assisting Other Agents  

Making it easy for a buyer to purchase your property. 

• While my primary function is to represent you and handle the marketing of your property, 

there are times when I have to get somewhat involved with the buyer’s agent. 

• There are times that I can coach the buyer’s agent in understanding the uniqueness of the 

situation, or the specifics of your property. 

• I have no hesitancy to step in and offer assistance, solve a problem, present an alternative 

or facilitate an option the other agent could not perform. 

10. Lockbox Access 

 Accommodating buyers without inconveniencing our sellers. 

• Hectic schedules could get in the way of property viewing opportunities. 

• A lockbox device will provide convenient access to your property for previews and showings 

without the need for someone to host them. 

• This safe, secure and agent only access has proven a time saver and a real 

assist to buyers and their agents. 

• Electronic lockboxes, unlike combo boxes, keep track  of all agents 

entering your house so we know which agent entered at what time. 

11. Showing Scheduling System 

Automated Showing System makes it simple 

• Our Showing Scheduling System allows agents from any office (any 

brokerage) to make an appointment to show your house.  

• Showings are typically made a day in advance, or a few days in advance. Sometimes there 

are requests for “short notice” showings, which is usually defined as 4 hours or less. Once in 

a while, an agent may be showing houses in your neighborhood, and drive by your house, 

and decide to try to see it. They may call that minute and ask if they can get in right away. I 

know it is inconvenient, but that’s how I sold my personal home by chance. 

12. Yard Signs, when appropriate  

Highlighting the property all day, every day. 

• Long recognized by buyers seeking properties, the property ‘for sale’ sign attracts attention 

24/7. They are equally effective in both high and low traffic areas. 

• This sign also has proven effective in attracting the attention of neighbors, area visitors and 

people driving by. These people, while not likely in the market to buy, typically know others 

who are. This word of mouth promotion is extremely valuable. 
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13. Sign Riders 

More information at buyers fingertips 

• A sign rider hanging from the main yard sign directs buyers where to find more information 

about your house.  

• Virtual Flyer- Buyers can download a flyer on the go.  

14. Custom Brochures and Flyers 

A way for each buyer to remember your 

home and make it stand out. 

• Buyers view many properties and struggle to match 

an address and a corresponding property feature. 

Buyers rarely miss the opportunity to pick up a 

flyer/brochure offering additional details about a 

property. 

• A flyer/brochure will be designed and duplicated 

for distribution. A supply will be left at the property 

for buyer prospects to read, review and recall. 

• By taking a flyer/brochure, buyers are significantly 

more likely to remember a property, appreciate the 

property features and have less concern of unknown data or unanswered questions. 

• These flyers/brochures can compensate for a showing agent who does not adequately point 

out all the benefits or attractive features of your property. 

15. Feature Highlight System 

Tactfully adding emphasis to features often overlooked. 

• There are likely to be features of your home that will not be obvious to perspective buyers 

or even the agent showing the property. 

• To make sure these features are not overlooked, a system of identification, marking and 

itemization will be implemented. 

• This effort involves property owner and listing agent agreeing on a list of such ‘less than 

obvious’ features and publishing a list of these items or perhaps even flagging the item 

itself, if appropriate. 

• Care needs to be taken to insure the promotion of these items does not interfere with the 

normal day to day functions within the property by the family. 
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16. The Property Data Manual 

Proudly providing details all interested buyers would want. 

• Any unanswered questions on the part of a perspective buyer will become an obstacle to 

affirmative decision making on the part of the buyer. 

• Interested buyers seek a deeper level of information, such as exact utility costs, age and 

warranty status of mechanical items in the home, data detailing when repairs and/or capital 

improvements were made. 

• Gathering this data, assembling it in a binder or folder and making it readily available to 

previewing visitors can be a major positive in the eyes of a buyer.  

• This data can also be summarized in print and distributed with the required seller disclosure 

information.  

• Buyers view this data as a clear indicator of pride of ownership and they appreciate the 

owners’ overt willingness to inform. 

17. Direct Mail Campaign 

High impact results from a mode many 

think to be antiquated. 

• Our entire staff mails hundreds, often 

thousands, of direct mail pieces every month. 

Through this mode people are kept up to date 

on real estate and related issues. 

• Our focus is not only to inform but to influence 

the local market to think of us first when they 

know of someone who is thinking of buying or 

selling. “Just Listed” Cards have always generated a good response. 

18. Open House 

No appointment necessary. Come on in. 

• This invitation to the public to view your property without the need for appointment or 

obligation is attractive to many home purchaser prospects. 

• Buyers that are beginning their home search will often visit several open houses before they 

start working with an agent. This gives us the opportunity to display your home to these 

potential buyers. 

• An Open House is typically scheduled early in the marketing process to accommodate all the 

parties interested in a ‘new’ listing. Most importantly, Open Houses provide substantial 

feedback and reaction to area, features, condition, price and terms. 
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19. Selected Neighborhood Canvassing 

People love to pick their new neighbors. 

• Any property going ‘on the market’ captures the attention of the neighbors. Not only are 

they interested in value trends, but also who will be moving in.  

• Quite often the parties most interested in finding a purchaser for your property live in the 

immediate neighborhood. The neighbors know the benefits of living here and are quick to 

tell others who they’d like to have live closer to them.  

20. Photo Business Card Handouts 

The ultimate user-friendly face-to-face property promotion technique. 

• Designed to fill the gap between mass 

newspaper/internet advertising and the full 

page flyer.  

• The ‘photo card’ is a business card size and 

stock photo of your home that can be carried 

easily and distributed to people we see in our 

daily activities.  

• We’ve found people receiving these cards, 

keep them, review their content and pass them on to friends and associates. 

• Many times these photo cards are the most comfortable promotion tool for the property 

owners to distribute to acquaintances and interested parties. 

21. Northstar Multiple Listing Service (MLS)  

Instant dissemination of property information 

to all MLS members. 

•  Information on your property will be quickly and 

accurately disseminated via computer and hard copy 

to local real estate companies who are members of 

our multiple listing service.  

• This provides a comprehensive base of data 

dissemination to key parties who work with buyers. 

• Northstar MLS is also what feeds all the other websites through Broker Reciprocity.  

22. National/International Network Strength and Resources  

• We are members of several national networks, through which we can capture the out of 

town purchaser who is looking for a local “expert” to guide their purchasing decision.  
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• RE/MAX  Results is a locally owned franchise of RE/MAX International. RE/MAX International 

has presence in over 85 countries! 

• Our staff works hard to build skills and relationships to enhance the services to our seller 

clients. 

23. Our Company’s Internet Website 

We drive traffic to our websites.   

• Our company’s website, http://www.results.net , receives over 100,000 visitors per month. 

These are mostly buyers looking for homes.  

• We will place pertinent information about your property on our company website. We 

actively and continuously promote our web address so interested parties can access the 

crucial data relating to your property. 

• Over 95% of all home buyers begin their home search process by visiting internet websites. 

To compete against other properties on the market, our presentation of your property on 

the internet will be comprehensive and user friendly. 

24. Realtor.com and other home search websites 

Ensuring that more search engines find your property information.   

• In addition to the resources of our own company website, we tap the power or various sites 

that search out properties in response to search engine instructions. 

• Making information about your property accessible to these websites captures the tech 

savvy buyer who’s searching for new home possibilities. 

• These sites include the capacity for any leads generated to be directed to me for immediate 

follow up and attention.  

25. 5000.House-Pics.com 

A website and web address just for your 

property. 

• We won’t let your property get lost in the multitude 

of other properties on the market.  

• We’ll create a website and address exclusively for 

your property. All our promotional efforts will 

reference this address so buyer can secure a full and 

impressive presentation about your property. 

• This exclusive site for your property will include 

content that buyers want when they’re searching for 

property information.  
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26. MLS Prospect Search  

A reverse directory to find the right buyer already in the buyer pool. 

• Our MLS system is a two way street. Not only can we put in information about your property 

but also we can access buyers interested in a property like yours.  

• I can, on your behalf, access information about any buyer prospect who is seeking a home 

similar to yours and contact the agent who logged in that information. 

27. In House Promotion  

Communication instantaneous wherever we are.  

• Communicating updates, changes, pending opportunities and challenges needs to be fast 

and thorough. Our company has an email distribution to 700 of the most productive agents 

in the Twin Cities. This system alerts us to critical information wherever we are and 

whatever we’re doing. 

• This system broadcasts new listings to all the agents daily.  

28. Buyers With A House To Sell  

They say they can’t buy your house until they sell theirs. 

• As much as we’d like to find a purchaser for your home with cash and no conditions…it’s not 

very likely.  

• Buyers have pluses and minuses, as we all do, and one of our most important functions is to 

provide you (our client) and the perspective buyer with options. 

• Its not uncommon that a buyer will also have a house to sell. They (and you) need to know 

that there are seven or more options available to deal with this dilemma.  

• We’re committed to exhausting all options to find the best buyer at the right terms for you. 

We won’t reject any opportunity until it is fully explored. 

29. Home Warranty Plan 

Enabling your property to compete with new construction.  

• Perspective buyers always dread the possibility of “something breaking down” after they 

move in. That’s why many buyers gravitate to newly built homes.  

• Many of these fears can be put to rest with a Home Warranty Program.  

• This optional program not only protects you during the listing term but protects the buyer 

from repair expenses to many components and mechanical items. 

• This enables you to attract more buyers who will consider your property a worthy purchase. 


